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About This Game

Description

If you love shoot ‘em up and you love ‘em hard, with glorious music, with screen filling bullet patterns and huge token cancels,
then Don’yoku is just for you!

Don’Yoku is a Shoot ‘em up game, in the most traditional sense, a Shmup, fast, technical, hard and rewarding.

The game unfold during a fantasy 1920, where air pirates plague the Zeppelin routes and mercenaries, like our characters, fight
for the rich bounties offered by travel companies.

Take the role of the mythical Iron chin, the ruthless Baron or the mysterious Duchess, in a epic battle against their former
mercenary companion, now turned pirates.

Wield the incredible powers of the Don’Yoku techniques, that focus ones greed into powerful beams, shields and even gigantic
personifications of that controversial sentiment.

Features

Pixel art hand made well, pixel by pixel.

A simple yet rewarding scoring system, with huge walls of bullets and huge cancels.
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Fight for the most honourable of game tokens; Gold coins

The more coins you hoard, the more difficult, and profitable, the game become, up to crazy impossible levels, so keep in
check that Don’Yoku (greed).

Five levels, each with a different style and a unique boss.

Incredible melodic hard-rock soundtrack, from Antonio S, will blow your socks off.

Play it your way, bindable controls, pad, keyboard and arcade stick supported, Tate or Yoko it, and, for the unfortunate
who do not own a old and battered CRT monitor, the ‘back to the 90′s’ mode, will transform your state of the art lcd
ultra flat 90′’ into a buzzing and flickering arcade leftover; the way it’s meant to be played..
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Title: Don'Yoku
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dark-Spot Studio
Publisher:
Dark-Spot Studio
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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don'yoku steam. don'yoku traduccion. donyoku carte. don yoku sushi. don'yoku download. do you in japanese. 貪欲 game.
restaurant donyoku fontenay sous bois. don yoku paris. donyoku meaning. don'yoku meaning in english. don yoku alesia. do
yoku sushi. donyoku in japanese. donyoku restaurant. donyoku fontenay

This pinball game has charm. I think it takes inspiration from old electro-mechanical classics, so it's not complicated in board
design and scoring. I like atmosphere here, to which different elements contribute: jazz background music, pop-art illustration
graphics, sounds of bells\/chimes. This game had somewhat rushed release, but developer continued to fix the bugs and improve
it over the time. Though some people prefer different physics in pinball (i heard opinions that it's a bit floaty for them here, and
nudging is strong). Speaking of which, i like that in Pinball Parlor you can actually do tap pass (you can't do that in many
videogame pinball afaik)! And it seems to be implemented technically correct, which should be because developer has
experience of creating hardware pinball machines as well.. The name in the taskbar is "AlienInvasiondesktop5", they did not
bother to change that, so imagine all the effort put into this.. The Game is scary at night its fun :D. this is a absolutely wonderful
game. I'll keep it short, the game is flawed, very flawed but it is a game that you should still give a try if you like action RPG
games.
It's a good game, it's just flawed, be it the camera, the inventory management, the UI (a shame that we can't move things and
change the size especially on a 4k monitor), etc.
It's not the greatest game ever, neither the greatest Action RPG, there are way better action-RPG games than this one but it's
still worth a shot, give it a try, you may or may not like it, you may like it if you ignore its flaws, it's kind of hard to forget about
the flaws since they're everywhere but it's not impossible either.
If you played Dungeon Siege, Titan Quest or other action RPG (i won't name them all) you could like it, it has good music.

6.5/10 - Worth on a sale.. This is the second of the Myths of the World series. In this one, you are a blessed Spring Child who
has to rescue the goddess of Spring from the goddess of Winter. The plot is decent enough, the HO scenes challenging, and the
minigames fun.

Recommended.. Battlepillars is somewhat similar to Swords & Soldiers. You're moving battlepillars across the screen, in 2D,
from left to right, and have to engage in fights with other battlepillars. Get to the base of the enemy, destroy it and you win the
game.

The game isn't about tactics but more about spamming these creatures as fast as you can, if possible with as many weapons as
you can add. You see, you can create your own battlepillars by selecting which weapons you want it to carry. By collecting and
generating leafs you can make your creatures even larger.

Winning a level earns you apples that can be used to upgrade your battlepillars, special powers and/or base.

All of this is extremely fascinating stuff. So fascinating that I got bored within an hour. But considering the price it's not a bad
deal at all. There are just better alternatives out there (I urge you to look at them).

[Rating: 62/100]. This is actually, genuinely one of the best-designed games of last year. Really clever design, amazing
soundtrack, top-notch visuals, well worth the price.. Doesn't really work very well with own music and not worth the eight
dollars.. you cant buy more of them. but otherwise good stuff.
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Very fun, competitive and balanced game from nice devs.
 Buy this and support them!
. I need jesus more than ever after perchasing this.

10\/10 would recomend to anyone.. liked it but refunded it because i didnt want to lose all my friends and family. very fun game
with reeeeally good music. somehow reminds me of a 3do game.. After 3 Multiplayer Sessions all people of our group are kinda
like well trained commanders on the bridge.
Now the missions are getting repetitive. No real enhancement of difficulties. No new content.
Paid 60CHF for 18.7 Hours of playing.

The VR experience is definitely worth a try, because it is so fun to steer a space ship in collaboration with your mates. But when
you start to get a pro, there is no real further challenge anymore..

Ubisoft: for the sake of the brand Star Trek: can you update this game with more content? Please enhance the difficulty and add
more levels. Thank you!. This is a great game. It's like Poly Bridge, but better. Lete elaborate: there are differemt types of ski
lifts, you can control the people, there are more building blocks, and there's alot more to do. Worth the money. Not
recommended.
Game developer simply ignores posts about game issue (thread on forums)
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/602930\/discussions\/0\/1693785669848824132\/

it's been a month or so, I asked what to do because game fails to start all of a sudden, developer went and asked "is it works
now?" (maybe to troll me:)) and never got back since that "question". Linux port of the game still does not work and I have no
idea how to fix it. Wasted money. Too bad we have no way to get mandatory support here on steam. Every indie developer can
just take your money and ingnore your queries.

Avoid this game if you're looking to play it on Linux.. I've only played 70 hours but they've been SO MUCH FUN. Similar to
Diablo III and a nice getaway. Time disappears while I play. It's a lot of fun.
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